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Abstract

Background
Fatigue is a frequent nonmotor complaint of patients with Parkinson’s disease (PD). Despite increasing knowledge on fatigue, the factors leading to its development are still not recognized. The aim of our study was to examine how disease severity explains the different fatigue domains, how disease severity explains depression, and how disease severity explains via depression the different fatigue domains.

Methods
The sample consisted of 190 PD patients (93 men, 48.9%, mean age 68.2±9.3 years, mean disease duration 6.4±4.7 years), recruited from the hospitals and outpatients in East Slovakia region. The Multidimensional Fatigue Inventory, the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale and the Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS) were used for the analysis. LISREL analysis was performed to evaluate the data.

Results
UPDRS increased the level of fatigue in General fatigue (β=.35), Physical fatigue (β=.82), Reduced activity (β=.34) and Mental fatigue (β=.29), but not Reduced motivation. UPDRS increased directly the level of depression (β=.26), and via this pathway the levels of General fatigue (β=.25), Reduced activity (β=.31), Reduced motivation (β=.82) and Mental fatigue (β=.28) were enhanced. UPDRS did not influence Physical fatigue through its influence on depression

Discussion
Worse disease severity together with increased depression leads to worse General fatigue, Reduced activity and Mental fatigue. Worse disease severity separately causes worse Physical fatigue and depression alone causes more fatigue in the Reduced motivation domain. As currently there are no proved strategies to manage fatigue clinically, the recognition and the proper management of factors leading to fatigue is essential.

Introduction
Fatigue is a frequent nonmotor symptom of Parkinson’s disease (PD) affecting 33-58% of PD patients (1-5) and remains persistent in 44% of PD patients (6). Only recently it was recognized as one of the most disabling features of PD (1,7), negatively influencing quality of life of PD patients (8,9).
Fatigue is difficult to define, as it is a subjective experience occurring on a continuum that affects both a normal state and a pathological disturbances (1). Lou (2001) described fatigue as a state of extreme tiredness, weakness, lack of energy, exhaustion, which could be physical, mental, or both (10). Krupp et al. (1989) subdivided fatigue into two components, to a peripheral fatigue and a central fatigue (11). The first refers to a fatigue after repeated muscle use or exercise, the latter occurs despite the absence of physical activities (12), and it is frequently observed in patients with chronic diseases (11).

Several studies have been performed to identify correlates of fatigue in PD. Sleep disorders (6), and anxiety (13,14) have been found to be related to fatigue, but not higher age (14), or gender (14).

Conflicting results have been found when an association between fatigue and disease severity was studied. Some studies did not find correlations of fatigue with motor dysfunction (5,15), while others have found such a relationships (6), for both physical and mental fatigue domains (13).

Depression, another important nonmotor feature of PD, was found to be one of the factors related to fatigue (5), not only to mental but to physical fatigue domain as well (10; 13). Although the association between these two symptoms is problematic, as some overlap exists between these two conditions; fatigue is one of the diagnostic criteria for depression, it is clear that even nondepressed PD patients often suffer from fatigue, concluding that fatigue is an independent symptom from depression (6).

The aim of our study was to examine how disease severity explains the different fatigue domains, how disease severity explains depression, and how disease severity explains via depression the different fatigue domains.

**Methods**

**Patients**

This cross-sectional study evaluated fatigue in a study population of 190 patients with Parkinson’s disease. The patients were recruited from the hospitals and outpatients departments in the East Slovakian region between February 2004 and November 2005. All patients were diagnosed according to the United Kingdom Parkinson’s Disease Society Brain Clinical Criteria (16) and their mental abilities were assessed with the Mini- Mental State Examination (MMSE) (17). Exclusion criteria were defined as follows: 1. MMSE lower than 24; 2. disease duration longer than 15 years; 3. presence of co-morbidity associated with the fatigue variable.
The study was approved by the local Ethics Committee. Informed consent was obtained from each patient.

**Data collection**

Data were collected by means of a mailed questionnaire comprising questions on socio-demographic background, medical history and current medication, as well as self-report questionnaires including the Multidimensional Fatigue Inventory (MFI) and Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS). After three weeks all patients were interviewed in the structured interview and a neurologist assessed each patient’s disease severity with Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS) Version 3.0 (18), including Hoehn and Yahr staging (19) and the Schwab and England disability scale (20). Caregivers were not allowed to make inputs into the questionnaires, patients who were not able to fill in the questionnaires by themselves because of motor impairment of their hands answered the questions during an oral interview (15 patients in our sample).

**Measures**

Fatigue was assessed with the Multidimensional Fatigue Inventory (MFI). It is a 20-item self-report instrument designed and validated by Smets et al. (21). It measures five fatigue domains: General fatigue, Physical fatigue, Mental fatigue, Reduced motivation, and Reduced activity. There are four items in each domain. The score on each item ranges from 1 (no fatigue) to 5 (very fatigued), so the score in each dimension ranges from 4 (no fatigue) to 20 (highest possible fatigue). This instrument is used among patients with neurological diseases (10). The instrument was found to have good internal consistency with Cronbach’s alpha coefficient of 0.89 in our sample. Cronbach’s alpha for the subscales were as follows: General fatigue 0.84, Physical fatigue 0.79, Reduced activity 0.80, Reduced motivation 0.71, Mental fatigue 0.82.

Depression was assessed using the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS). This self-administered scale simultaneously evaluates anxiety (HADS-A) and depression (HADS-D). It was designed to identify mood disorders in non-psychiatric outpatients. It consists of 14 items (7 for the assessment of anxiety and 7 for the assessment of depression) scoring from 0 (no problem) to 3 (extreme problem). The cut-off values as proposed by the HADS developers (22) were applied in order to determine the proportion of patients considered unimpaired (not depressed, scoring ≤7 on each subscale), possibly impaired (8–10 on each subscale), or probably impaired (≥11 on each subscale). Schrag et al. demonstrated good properties of HADS for screening purposes for depression in PD (23,24), with proposed cutoff scores of 23/24 for diagnostic purposes (24). In the
present study Cronbach’s alpha was 0.77 for the depression domain.

The Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale is a four-subscale combined scale (mental state, activities of daily living, motor examination, and complications). Two further instruments are attached to the UPDRS, namely: (a) a modified Hoehn & Yahr Staging, an ordinal scale that is applied to gauge the course of disease over time; and (b) the Schwab & England Scale, a measure of functional independence providing scores that, though expressed as percentages, form an ordinal scale. Scores are obtained by interview and examination. It is currently used as a standard reference scale in clinical practice and research (18-20).

Basic socio-demographic data (age, gender) and disease duration were obtained from the structured interview.

Statistical analysis

First, the demographic and clinical characteristics of the sample were described. Second, a path model was analyzed to test the estimates of the magnitude of the effects of disease severity and depression on the five dimensions of fatigue, and to estimate whether our data fit the proposed model.

For model fit we used multiple criteria as suggested by Bentler and Bonett (25). Using LISREL 8.7, we tested a recursive model (see Figure 1) in which direct pathways go from the background (exogenous) variable disease severity (UDPRS) to the five dimensions of fatigue (MFI) and a pathway through which disease severity (UDPRS) influenced depression (HADS-D), from which pathways go to the five dimensions of fatigue (MFI). To allow for mutual comparisons between the path coefficients, the completely standardized solution was used. The analysis was performed with structural equation modelling using the maximum likelihood method. The fit of the model was evaluated by means of (1) the comparative fit index (CFI), (2) the normed fit index (NFI), (3) the non-normed fit index (NNFI), (4) the standardized root mean square residual (SRMR) and (5) the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA), in addition to (6) the chi-square ($\chi^2$) test; non-significant $\chi^2$ indicating that a non-significant amount of variance in the data remains unexplained. An adequate fit of the model is indicated by NFI, NNFI and CFI≥.90, and SRMR<.08, RMSEA <0.05 and NFI >0.90 are considered to indicate good fit.(26-33) (Table1).
Table 1. Parameter estimates of the path model relations between disease severity, depression and fatigue

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter estimates of the model</th>
<th>$\chi^2$</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>RMSEA</th>
<th>SRMR</th>
<th>NFI</th>
<th>NNFI</th>
<th>CFI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Critical values of parameter estimates</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
<td>&lt;0.06</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
<td>&gt;.90</td>
<td>&gt;.90</td>
<td>&gt;.90</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RMSEA - root mean square error of approximation; SRMR - standardized root mean square residual; NFI - normed fit index; NNFI - non-normed fit index; CFI - comparative fit index

The model was evaluated by examining the parameter estimates and measures of overall fit provided by LISREL. A residual correlation between depression and reduced motivation was allowed and also between dimensions of fatigue since standardized residuals indicated this correlation to exist (not depicted). Only the path coefficients significant at $P < 0.05$ level are depicted in the final model.

Results

Out of 512 patients with PD meeting the inclusion criteria 29 did not wish to participate in the study; and 271 did not respond to the invitation. Total response rate was 37.1%. Out of those who agreed to participate, 2 patients were eliminated because of the exclusion criteria, 10 patients were not included because of missing data (these patients agreed to participate in the study, filled in the questionnaire, but refused to come for the oral interview), and 190 remained for analysis. Non-responders did not differ significantly from the analyzed group in age (mean difference 1.6 yrs., SE=1.22; $t=1.315$; 95%CI -0.798 – 4.003) or gender (difference between proportions 0.095, SE = 0.066, 95% CI -0.034–0.224) (difference of proportions test) (34).

190 patients (93 men, 48.9%) completed the questionnaire and were interviewed, followed by examination by the neurologist. The mean age of the patients was 68.2±9.3 years. Mean age at disease onset was 59.5±11.1 years. Mean disease duration was 6.4±4.7 years. Details of the clinical profile and the study variables of the patients are shown in Table 2 and Table 3.
Table 2. Demographic and clinical description of the sample (n=190)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>n, %, Mean±SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Gender</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male (n=93)</td>
<td>48.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female (n=97)</td>
<td>51.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Age</td>
<td>68.2 ± 9.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Disease duration</td>
<td>6.4 ± 4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. UPDRS* total</td>
<td>36.3 ± 20.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPDRS III</td>
<td>16.1 ± 10.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPDRS IV</td>
<td>3.3 ± 3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. H&amp;Y*</td>
<td>2.2 ± 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤ 2.0</td>
<td>115 (60.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 2.0</td>
<td>75 (39.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. S&amp;E*</td>
<td>69.3 ± 22.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤ 70%</td>
<td>88 (46.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 70%</td>
<td>102 (53.7%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Table 3. Clinical description of the sample (n=190)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mean±SD</th>
<th>n, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. HADS-D*</td>
<td>6.76 ± 3.7</td>
<td>27, 14.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. MFI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General fatigue</td>
<td>13.7 ± 4.0</td>
<td>97, 51.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical fatigue</td>
<td>14.0 ± 3.6</td>
<td>103, 54.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced activity</td>
<td>12.5 ± 3.8</td>
<td>71, 37.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced motivation</td>
<td>10.7 ± 3.8</td>
<td>55, 29.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental fatigue</td>
<td>11.8 ± 3.8</td>
<td>70, 36.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Antiparkinsonian drugs used</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-dopa</td>
<td>24 (12.6%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dopamine agonists</td>
<td>43 (22.6%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-dopa + COMT inhibitors</td>
<td>40 (21.1%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-dopa + Dopamine agonists</td>
<td>27 (14.2%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-dopa + COMT inhibitor + Dopamine agonists</td>
<td>23 (12.1%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>33 (17.4%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HADS-D – Anxiety and Depression Scale, depression subscale. MFI – Multidimensional Fatigue Inventory
Figure 1 depicts the results of a path analysis with LISREL 8.7 (35) (Joreskog & Sorbom, 1993) showing the direct path between disease severity and depression and the five domains of fatigue. Moreover, the mediated paths showing the influence of disease severity through enhanced levels of depression on domains of fatigue.

Disease severity (UPDRS) increases the level of fatigue in General fatigue, Physical fatigue, Reduced activity and Mental fatigue, but not in Reduced motivation. Disease severity increased directly the level of depression through which levels of General fatigue ($\beta = .25$), Reduced activity ($\beta = .31$), Reduced motivation ($\beta = .82$) and Mental fatigue ($\beta = .28$) were enhanced. UPDRS did not influence Physical fatigue through its influence on depression.

**Discussion**

To our knowledge, this is the first study performed in order to examine how depression and disease severity lead to the different domains of fatigue. Our results show that worse disease severity and worse depression both lead to worse General fatigue, Reduced activity and Mental fatigue. Worse disease severity separately causes worse Physical fatigue. Only depression (but not worse disease severity) causes more fatigue in the Reduced motivation domain.

Fatigue till now used to be overlooked, or considered as a consequence of muscle rigidity or higher age of PD patients. Only recently it was recognized as a frequent complaint of PD patients, and recognized as a nonmotor feature of PD. Although new questionnaires were developed to actively search for this problem, clinicians lack strategies how to manage it. Despite increased knowledge on fatigue its etiology is not fully understood, biological, as well as psycho-social factors may play a role. Our own research showed associations of fatigue with depression, anxiety and worse disease severity (36). The frequency of fatigue in our sample is consistent with the studies reporting the frequency of fatigue in 33-58% of PD patients measured with the Nottingham Health Profile, or with the Fatigue Severity Scale (2,5,6,15).

Our results report worse disease severity to be an important factor leading to worse fatigue – not only in the physical domains (Physical fatigue, Reduced activity) but also in one mental domain (Mental fatigue), as until now it was generally considered to be to relatively independent of disease motor severity (5). Karlsen et al. did not show a relationship between disease severity and fatigue measured by Nottingham Health Profile in a sample of 233 PD patients (5). Abe et al. in their relatively small study of 26 PD patients did not find correlations between worse
Figure 1

Model depicting pathways between UPDRS and MFI; UPDRS and HADS-D; and UPDRS, HADS-D and MFI.

UPDRS – Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale, HADS-D – Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale, depression dimension.
UPDRS and fatigue measured by Fatigue Severity Scale (FSS) (11,15). On the contrast, other studies found the association between worse UPDRS and worse fatigue. Alves et al. in their longitudinal study found fatigue measured by the generic Nottingham Health profile to be related to disease severity (6), also in our previous research we found worse disease severity to be associated with worse fatigue, in all fatigue domains measured by MFI (13).

The prevalence of depression was relatively low in our sample, that seem to be consistent with the recent papers on depression in PD. Reijnders (37) in his review paper reports its prevalence as 17% average, which is substantial, but less than the prevalence rates are usually quoted, e.g. Martinez-Martin et al. reported 48% prevalence of depression (38). Depression is not related to age, not to disease duration, and also not to disease severity. The prevalence depends on what is considered as “depression” because depression in the meaning of psychiatry can be from ‘depressive mood’, through ‘minor depression’ till ‘major depression’. Different ranking scales do not differentiate all the depressive symptoms and some of them only score major or minor depression. Moreover, the difference between measures is also reported whether a study uses self reported questionnaires, or objective scales (37). In our research we decided to use the HADS, which was recently reported as being useful in Parkinson’s disease for screening of depression in PD patients, although not in adequately defining the severity of depression in this population (23).

Several studies have shown the relationship between fatigue and depression. First results were from the study of Friedman et al. who found fatigue to be correlated with depression (3), also later studies of Karlsen et al. in a study of 233 PD patients, or our previous study in 150 PD patients having similar results (5,13). On the contrast, the study of Abe et al. in their relatively small sample of 26 PD patients did not find correlations between depression and fatigue measured by FSS (15). In a study of Shulman et al. in a sample of 99 PD patients fatigue measured by Fatigue Severity Scale did not correlate with depression (14).

Limitations
We had a relatively low response rate which is a limitation of our study. We suppose that this response rate is because patients with worse disease severity were not able to come for an interview. We suppose that our sample consisted of patients with a relatively better functional status. Our results thus cannot be generalized, but we suggest that even in this selected population of PD patients, fatigue is already a serious problem. We decided to use a generic measure with a multidimensional design instead of a disease specific fatigue measure, as its advantage is the
possibility of using a generic instrument for different patient groups and consequently, to compare them.

**Implications**

Our study showed that the presence of depression and worse disease severity caused certain domains of fatigue. Thus proper management of the disease itself to improve disease severity is thus important. We stress the importance of the recognition of depression as its further treatment could improve fatigue.

Further research should be performed, cross-sectional as well as longitudinal, to better understand these causal relationships. The answer to this question is important as it may influence the future clinical management of PD patients.

**Conclusions**

Despite increasing knowledge demonstrating fatigue to be frequent and disabling feature of PD, it is still likely to be underrecognized by neurologists and thus lacking appropriate management. As currently there are no proved strategies to manage this problem clinically, the proper management of factors leading to fatigue is essential.
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